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OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY: Private 

CATEGORY OF PROPERTY: Site 

NUMBER OF RESOURCES WITHIN PROPERTY: 

CONTRIBUTING NONCONTRIBUTING 

0 2 B U I L D I N G S 

1 0 SITES 

0 1 STRUCTURES 

6 2 OBJECTS 

7 5 TOTAL 

NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES PREVIOUSLY LISTED IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER: 0 

NAME OF RELATED MULTIPLE PROPERTY LISTING: The Sculpture of Dionicio Rodriguez in Texas 

6. F U N C T I O N O R USE 

HISTORIC FUNCTIONS: Funerary: Cemetery, other =sculpture 

CURRENT FUNCTIONS: Funerary: Cemetery, other =sculpture 

7. DESCRIPTION 

ARCHITECTURAL CLASSIFICATION: OTHER: Faux bois sculpture 

MATERIALS: FOUNDATION 

WALLS 

ROOF 

OTHER CONCRETE 

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (see continuation sheets 7-5 through 7-9). 
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The Woodlawn Garden of Memories Cemetery (henceforth referred to as Woodlawn Cemetery) is sited at the 
intersection of Antoine Drive and IH 10 (Katy Freeway) on the western edge of Houston, Texas. Originally buih in 1931 
on rural land, 2 miles outside of the city limits, it is now a peaceful enclave in the midst of a bustling city. Approximately 
45 of the 60 total acres are heavily forested with mature trees. With a mixture of above ground monuments and flat burial 
markers, it possesses characteristics of both the lawn-park cemetery plan of Adolph Strauch and the memorial-park design 
of Hubert Eaton. The use of winding roads, and limited planned landscaping, as manifested in their park like designs, is 
also present in Woodlawn. In contrast to the presence of ornate classical (mostly reproductions) and original sculpture in 
Eaton's Forest Lawn Cemetery, the nominated portion of Woodlawn is embellished with mstic cement work by Mexican 
artisan, Dionicio Rodriguez. The Contributing elements within the nominated area: thirty-five acres of cemetery land, 
approximately two miles of main roads with intersecting side roads and fifteen Rodriguez pieces, retain high levels of 
historic integrity. Noncontributing elements include the office, funeral home and mausoleum, (all built at later dates) and 
two sculptural works: an arbor and a large Bible sculpture. 

In 1931, the year that Woodlawn was built, Houston was described as "the city that the depression missed," 
(Chapman 1997, p. 80). As the largest city in Texas with a population of 292,000, it had become the "oil capitol of the 
world" (Ibid, p.81), the man-made the port had become the third largest behind New York and Los Angeles, and major 
philanthropists had contributed to the founding of the symphony orchestra and to the building of the first art museum in 
Texas. Large bond issues passed in 1922 and 1930 had made possible numerous municipal improvements that contributed 
to the city's rapid growth. 

Houston's "unique ecological location... is rather a mix of climate zones." To the east are the piney woods; to the 
south are "...the tropics; to the north, the grasslands" and the prairies are to the west. This mix of zones can account for 
the presence of both Pine and the few Palm trees found in Woodlawn (Fox 1990, p.l). The size and height of many of the 
Pine, Oak, Hickory, Maple, Sweet Gum and Elm trees (some as tall as seventy feet) are evidence that a major part of the 
land was not cleared at the time the cemetery was built. Some of the smaller trees have been planted by families who are 
allowed to purchase extra lots for planting trees. The plethora of trees is the dominant landscape feature in the cemetery, 
although groupings of shrubbery plantings appear in certain areas. Present in 2003 were Nandina, Privet, Oleander, 
Pittospomm, Gardenia, Bamboo, Myrtle, and Boxwood. According to Lynda Seaman,, the founders traded Teas Nursery 
seventeen cemetery lots (with 6 burials per lot) in exchange for shrubbery in 1936 (Seaman to Light). Small planting beds 
around tree bases contain perennials. Asparagus Fern, Aspidistra, Aloe Vera, Lilies, Lariope, and Purple Heart. Ninety 
percent of the ground cover is St. Augustine grass. Year around color is provided by brightly colored artificial flowers 
which decorate many graves. 

Cemetery plan 

Woodlawn is sited on a north-south axis, with two entrances; one on the south on Katy Road, next to the 
abandoned Missouri, Kansas, and Texas railroad track, and the other on the east on Antoine Drive; each is framed by 
double wrought iron gates. At the Katy Road entrance, cut out metal letters reading "Woodlawn" are attached to the left 
side of the wrought iron fence; on the right are letters which read, "Cemetery." The wrought iron fence, with limestone 
columns, delineates the southem boundary of the property. 

The eastern boundary on Antoine Drive is partially enclosed with the wrought iron fencing, and partially with 
chain link, which is hidden by thick shrubbery. North of the Antoine Drive entry to the cemetery, Beth Israel Cemetery 
(owned by Congregation Beth Israel) forms part of the eastern boundary of Woodlawn. Across Antoine are residences and 
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small businesses (some operating in converted residences). Beyond the tree-lined (planted 30 years ago) northem 
boundary which is fenced with vertical board wood fencing are residences and condominium units. Adjacent to the 
western property line which is enclosed with chain link and obscured by thick undergrowth, are residences and a portion 
of the Houston Power and Light Power Line. 

When the cemetery opened in 1931, and until 1940, burials were marked by upright tombstones. After 1940, flat 
bronze markers were specified for: Annie Laurie Garden (50), Garden of Devotion (51), Garden of Isle (52), Colonial 
Garden (53), Garden of the Rugged Cross (56), Garden of Everlasting Life (3), and Garden of Prayer (8). It seems 
appropriate that Dionicio Rodriguez's major sculptures for Woodlawn would be sited in this section where large upright 
monuments would not compete with his work, and his sculpture would provide focal points in this unadomed landscape. 

Remaining sections (marked with #s) either have a combination of both upright and flat markers, or in the case of 
Babyland, Cupid's Heart (57), Garden of the Last Supper (11) and Garden of the Praying Hands (14) all have flat markers, 
either bronze and granite. 

Sections B,C,D,E,F,G,I K, 54, 1,2, 7 and 10 have both upright and flat grave markers. Sections 5 and 6 are 
cremation areas and offer niche, ground burial, columbarium or ossuary options. 

According to John Bailey, general manager of Mt. Olivet Corporation, which owns Greenwood and Mt. Olivet 
Cemeteries in Ft. Worth, it is not unusual for cemeteries (particularly older ones) to have some sections with traditional 
above ground monuments and other sections, with flat grave markers. He explained that his cemeteries, founded in 1907 
and 1909, began as well-manicured lawns with paved and curbed roads, and above ground monuments, but evolved into 
memorial parks as Forest Lawn's influence began to spread across the United States. His family initially sold bronze 
markers, but after a few years, they realized that the bronze would tum very dark (in comparison to the patina that would 
develop in cemeteries in climates with higher humidifies) and they began selling granite markers (Bailey to Light). 
Additionally, granite markers, at one third the cost of bronze, are more affordable. 

A central road leads into Woodlawn from the Katy Road gate, passing, on the immediate right, the front gabled, 
one story orange brick office building (1959, noncontributing) capped with a composition roof; and older sections 
(gardens) of the cemetery with side roads on the east and the west. A group of military markers, including burials of 
veterans of the Spanish American War and World Wars 1 and II is in section F. At the point where the road splits into a 
divided boulevard, a 18' long rock walkway in the grassy parkway in section 52 leads to a honeycomb rock fountain 
(similar to the grotto built by Rodriguez at Moye Military Academy) and two faux bois benches. A small honeycomb rock 
planter is sited north of the fountain. To the east and west of the fountain are internment sections and the periphery road. 
A "fallen tree" bench by Rodriguez is to the east in section 53,and a faux bois arbor (lacking Rodriguez's attention to 
detail and which was probably crafted by an associate of his) is to the west in section 51. The Annie Laurie Chair with its 
surrounding garden and a small bench, both by Rodriguez, are also to the west in section 50. 

The parkway culminates in a road which encircles a round grass-covered island in section 56 which is centered by 
the focal point of the cemetery, Rodriguez's^awx bois cross, four^ux bois benches and a "woven" cement basket Midway 
around the circular drive, roads go east and west and intercept the periphery road, and then come back together and go 
north as a divided boulevard. A large flat roofed Travertine marble mausoleum (Noncontributing) is in the section 60. The 
building, erected in 1962, has burial crypts on the interior and both north and south facades. Identical glass doors, framed 
with fieldstone trim, are on the east and west facades. A grave marker of a descendent of Stephen F. Austin's "Old Three 
Hundred" settlers and a Rodriguez faux bois bench are west of the mausoleum in section 3. An 8' high granite Bible 
sculpture (Noncontributing) is east of the mausoleum in section 8. Open pages are each 6' wide and are incised with the 
Lord's Prayer. The Bible, installed in 1966, was made by Granit-Bronz, Inc. of Cold Spring, Minnesota. 

The Mansard roofed, yellow brick Funeral Home and Family Services building (Noncontributing) is to the east of 
the mausoleum in section 54. It is adjacent to the wrought iron gated entry on the property line on Antoine Drive and has a 
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parking area on the north, a porte-coacher on the west and a garage on the south. The Antoine Drive gate is identical to the 
Katy Road entrance, but the cut out metal letter signage ("Woodlawn Cemetery") is mounted on a curved limestone wall 
on the southern side of the road. The property to the north of the entrance road, between the periphery road and Antoine 
was sold to Congregation Beth Israel for a cemetery inl991. Their property, which extends north to the drainage ditch, is 
separated from Woodlawn by the eastem periphery road. 

The boulevard circles around section 5, where four polished camelian red granite columbarium banks face north, 
south, east and west. The structures are three niches high and eight, across. As the boulevard continues north, it is 
intercepted by section 6. Four additional polished black granite columbarium banks, each 3 niches high by 8, are framed 
by two vine-covered arbors on the north and south. Sections 1 and 2 are to the west and section 7 and Beth Israel 
Cemetery are to the east. The boulevard ends at the drainage ditch (a Harris County Flood Control easement) and side 
roads go to the east and the west, and intersect with the periphery road. The workshop area is on the north side of the ditch 
and on the westem property line. Two flat roofed corrugated metal sheds and a utility yard (with maintenance equipment) 
are hidden behind a metal and wood fence, tall oleander bushes and a bamboo hedge. 

Two of the newer internment areas of Woodlawn, plated in 1978, Sections 11 and 14, are centered by 
mausoleums faced with polished granite slabs. The structures in section 11 is two crypts high and eight, wide, and is 
capped by a white marble sculpture of the Last Supper, while the one in section 14 is four crypts high and eight, wide, and 
is capped by a 12' high white marble praying hands sculpture. Both structures have crypts on east and west facades. A 
small plaque adjacent to burial marker for a "Real Daughter" (of the Confederacy, a descendent of a Confederate soldier) 
is in Section 11. Section 10, east of 11 and 14, and north of Beth Israel was platted in 1999. 

Woodlawn, is a perpetual care cemetery and the First Bank and Trust of Lufkin, Texas, is the tmstee for the 
perpetual care funds. The intent of every perpetual care fund is to maintain the cemetery strictly from eamings (Seaman to 
Light). 

In 2003, Woodlawn Garden of Memories' encompassed 60.5 acres, as some acreage had been sold earlier, in 
1980, acreage was sold to finance the building of the funeral home and 1991, additional acreage was sold to Congregation 
Beth Israel. Within bounds of the cemetery there are approximately 8.3 acres of undeveloped land; a portion is north of 
sections 10, 11 and 14 and the remainder is in the brushy area on the southeast comer and in the hedgerows on the westem 
property line. According to Lynda Seaman, 22% of the burials in the nominated area are fifty years old or older. There 
were 3,850 total internments prior to December 31, 1953, and as of December 3, 2003, there were 17,561 intemments, but 
because it is an active cemetery, the above percentages are subject to change (Seaman to Light). 

Descriptions of Dionicio Rodriguez's sculptures: 

a. The 25' high cross made of four "cross sawn timbers" rests on a two tiered base of horizontal "timbers." Four 
pyramid headed "bolts" are placed on both sides of the vertical "timber" where it intersects the horizontal "timber" of 
the cross. The "timbers" at the bottom of the cross are 17" thick and they begin to taper to a lesser dimension at a 
height of about 2'. Both the cross and the base exhibit good color, ranging from tan to reddish brown and have smooth 
and peeling "bark," "insect holes," and "knot holes." The cross and its base rest on a flagstone surface, which 
measures 25' by 23', and has flagstone walks leading in four directions. The cross is in good condition. 

b. The 2 1/2' tall "woven" basket with a twisted handle and twisted band at its base is sited approximately ten feet west 
of the cross on the flagstone surface. The basket is in good condition and retains some color. 
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c. Four benches of "cross sawn planks" with smooth seats and "stump" legs of deeply textured "bark" surround the 
cross. The seats measure 3 VS' long by 1' wide. Their height is 16". Six similar benches of approximately the same 
measurements are sited around the cemetery in sections B, 50, 3, 52 and 53. All of the benches are in good condition, 
but exhibit no color. 

d. The mound shaped honeycomb rock fountain in section 52 tapers upwards 4 1/2' to its apex from its 18' wide base. 
The fountain and its pond face south. Although non-functioning in 2003, it appears that water flowed downwards 
from three horizontal layers of flat rock into the semi-circular pond, now filled with water lilies. Two of the above 
mentioned benches are sited on the right and left side of the fountain on a flagstone platform. Four feet wide flagstone 
walks lead to the streets on the east, west and south sides of the fountain. 

e. The 6' wide x 3 Vi' high planter of honeycomb rock is north of the fountain and is filled with Mexican Heather plants. 

f. The Annie Laurie Wishing Chair, on the western boundary of the cemetery, is a design first used by Rodriguez for 
Clovis Hinds in Memphis in 1935. The chair is sited in an internment area, the Annie Laurie Garden, 76' long x 40' 
wide, and enclosed by a 16" high concrete wall incised to mimic stone facing. Two seats of "random cut stones," 
separated by an armrest, measure 17" deep. The chair, which is in good condition, is 5'8" tall by 4 I/2' wide. A bronze 
plaque on the rear of the chair recounts its legend and an additional one on the base of the seats has a verse that reads: 
"Dressed in our best and all alone we sit within the wishing chair which bodes success for everyone exchanging kisses 
there." 

g. The "fallen tree" bench is sited east of the cross in section 53.The bench is formed from a single textured "tmnk" that 
splits, with the two pieces forming the back and seat. The two sections rejoin at the end of the tmnk's 36' length. At 
the point approximately 3' from where the "trunk" emerges from the ground, the single "trunk" is hollowed out to 
make a 3'3" planter. Two "stumps" serve as legs, and the backrest has three "log" braces between it and the seat. The 
seat is 16" and the bench measures 3'4" from the ground o the top of the backrest. Two "pyramid headed bolts" are 
present, and some color remains." 

In conclusion, Woodlawn Garden of Memories represents a type of cemetery which exhibits evolving elements of 
cemetery design and function developed over the past 100 years in the United States. Its open park-like grounds with 
sections of upright monuments classify it as a lawn-park type, while the areas of all flat markers and sculptural 
embellishment by Dionicio Rodriguez place it in the memorial park category. 
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Inventory of Properties 

Note: only properties substantial in size and scale are noted in the property count on page 5. 

Property Type Date 
1. Cross sculpture by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
2. Basket sculpture by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 

3-11. Faux bois benches by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
12. Rock fountain by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
13. Rock planter by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
14. Annie Laurie Chair by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
15. "Fallen tree" bench by Dionicio Rodriguez Object ca.l940 
16. Funeral Home and Family Services Building 1980 
17. General Office Building 1959 
18. Mausoleum Structure 1962 
19. Bible sculpture Object 1966 
20. Arbor Object ca.l940 
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8. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

APPLICABLE NATIONAL REGISTER CRITERIA 

_ A PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH EVENTS THAT HAVE MADE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE BROAD 

PATTERNS OF OUR HISTORY. 

B PROPERTY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LIVES OF PERSONS SIGNIFICANT IN OUR PAST. 

x C PROPERTY EMBODIES THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPE, PERIOD, OR METHOD OF 

CONSTRUCTION OR REPRESENTS THE WORK OF A MASTER, OR POSSESSES HIGH ARTISTIC VALUE, OR 

REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT AND DISTINGUISHABLE ENTITY WHOSE COMPONENTS LACK INDIVIDUAL 

DISTINCTION. 

D PROPERTY HAS YIELDED, OR IS LIKELY TO YIELD, INFORMATION IMPORTANT IN PREHISTORY OR 

HISTORY. 

CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS: A, D 

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE: Art, Landscape Architecture 

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE: 1931-1954 

SIGNIFICANT DATES: 1931 

SIGNIFICANT PERSON: N/A 

CULTURAL AFFILIATION: N/A 

ARCHITECT/BUILDER: Dionicio Rodriguez (sculptor) 

NARRATIVE STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE (see continuation sheets 8-10 through 8-12). 

9. MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 

BIBLIOGRAPHY (see continuation sheets 9-13). 
PREVIOUS DOCUMENTATION ON FILE (NPS): N/A 

_ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested. 
_ previously listed in the National Register 
_ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
_ designated a National Historic Landmark 
_ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # 
_ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # 

PRIMARY LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA: 

X State historic preservation office (Texas Historical Commission) 
_ Other state agency 
_ Federal agency 
_ Local govemment 
_ University 
X Other ~ Specify Repository: Woodlawn Garden of Memories Archive, Houston, Texas 
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SIGNIFICANCE 

The Woodlawn Garden of Memories Cemetery (hereafter "Woodlawn Cemetery"), at the intersection of 8010 
Katy Road and 1101 Antoine in Houston, Texas, was developed in 1931 during the period when cemeteries in the United 
States were becoming commercial ventures. Following the lead of Forest Lawn in Califomia, marketing and pre-sales of 
burial lots made cemeteries a viable business. The creation of a non-profit corporation (the land is not taxed) chartered by 
the State of Texas made up of a board of directors (a group of business people, some of whom were involved in other 
economic pursuits) provided an attractive incentive for the developers. In addition, land outside of the city limits of the 
growing metropolis was less expensive. 

In 1940, new sections featuring flat bronze markers with sculptural embellishment by Dionicio Rodriguez were 
added, and the owners changed the cemetery's name to from simply "Woodlawn Cemetery" to "Woodlawn Garden of 
Memories Cemetery" to reflect this new aesthetic. Rodriguez's sculpture in Woodlawn is his only known cemetery work 
in Texas. At least five of the sculptural pieces in the cemetery are the work of Rodriguez: the 25' tall faux wooden cross 
and its surrounding four benches; a fiower planter basket; a 60' long fallen faux tree bench; and an "Annie Laurie 
Wishing Chair." Distinctive trademarks of his work, including rough and smooth faux wood (detailed with faux peeling 
bark, knotholes, insect borings, and pyramid-headed bolts) are present in these pieces and additional mstic works. A rose 
arbor lacking Rodriguez's fine attention to detail was probably constructed by one of his assistants. 

Woodlawn Cemetery is nominated to the National Register of Historic Places, under Criterion C, in the areas of 
Art and Landscape Architecture, as a formally designed cemetery featuring artwork by noted sculptor Dionicio Rodriguez, 
under the MPS Sculpture of Dionicio Rodriguez in Texas. The cemetery is noteworthy for its regular layout and lack of 
above-grade grave-markers, factors which also make the Rodriguez sculptures more prominent as visual landmarks. The 
cemetery meets Criteria Consideration A (religious properties) and Criteria Consideration D (cemeteries) because the 
property is significant primarily for its design features, notably its landscaping and prominent sculptures. 

Antecedents of Woodlawn: Cemetery development in the United States 

The evolution of cemeteries from dreary, crowded church graveyards to landscaped and monument filled park
like surroundings had its beginning in Paris' Pere-Lachaise, A'ith features designed by the architect, Hippolyte Etienne 
Godde in 1804. Its winding roads, paths and "a rich backcloth of planting," filled with Neo-classical tombs and 
monuments, were influenced by English landscape traditions (Curl 1980, pp. 156-160). 

In the mid-1800s, rural cemeteries developed in the United States as a means of reconnecting city dwellers to 
nature. These burial places were soon filled with large monuments (commemorating the social position and/or wealth of 
the deceased), iron gates, and family plots delineated with wrought iron fences. Landscape architects Andrew Jackson 
Downing and Frederick Law Olmstead voiced criticism of rural cemeteries: Downing, of the use of iron gates and fences 
and Olmstead, of the "sense of gaiety" which "replaced silence, seclusion and peace" (Sloan 1991, pp. 88, 90, 91). 

By the 1850s, Adolph Strauch had produced landscaped lawn-park plans for cemeteries including Cincinnati's 
Spring Grove, Buffalo's Forest Lawn and Chicago's Oak Woods, all having three-dimensional monuments and sculptures 
and close to the burial ground markers (not over 6" high). Funds for perpetual care were solicited from lot holders, and an 
endowment fund provided for maintenance costs. In comparison with rural cemeteries, Strauch's lawn-park designs 
reduced clutter (facilitating the use of mechanical lawn mowers), and "roadways and pathways were limited, plantings 
were controlled." Olmstead recognized Strauch's talent, and nominated his work at Spring Grove Cemetery for the 
"landscape competition at the Paris Exposition in 1875." (Ibid, pp. 99-110). 
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In 1913, when Eaton, an unemployed engineer, took over the management of the failed Forest Lawn cemetery, he 
initiated the replacement of tombstones with flat bronze burial markers, and perpetuated the lawn-park cemeteries' use of 
landscaping with sculptural objects. Capitalizing on the renewed belief in eternal life, he promoted artwork that 
emphasized the celebration of life over death and the joyous aspect of Christianity. He began "purchasing original works 
of art, as well as copies" and encouraged families to purchase sculptural pieces for their lots from Forest Lawn's 
collection, many of them having religious themes. Sections of the cemetery (called gardens) had particular themes where 
one or more pieces of sculpture were surrounded by a green lawn with bronze plaques marking individual graves. Eaton 
initiated an innovation in funerals by providing and charging for the entire burial process: preparing the body, selling the 
flowers, casket, vault, burial plot, sculpture and the bronze marker (Ibid, p. 164, 170, 174, 176). Maintenance, or perpetual 
care, was included in the cost of the burial plot. 

By 1935, imitations of the memorial park theme had begun to appear throughout the United States, and there were 
over 600 memorial parks. Forest Lawn's influence could be attributed to several factors. Eaton established a corporate 
stmcture, whereby the cemetery retained a nonprofit status, which was legal in the United States. He had two separate 
companies: "... the lot holders mutual non-profit association, was responsible for the memorial park's daily operation," 
and "...the Forrest Lawn company, a private stock company, which owned the land ..." With a rather complicated plan, 
he "insured the nonprofit status of the cemetery and still established relatively inexpensive ways of profiting from its 
sales" (Ibid, 162). In 2003, most cemeteries, except a few small, privately owned ones, operate as non-profit, tax exempt 
corporations (Bailey to Light). 

Successful development of memorial cemeteries could be compared to that of a residential subdivision, where the 
owners of the land would pre-sell lots for future housing, which helped finance the project. Eaton's pre-need sales of 
burial lots were popular. In addition, the concept of low maintenance (with assistance from the mechanical lawnmower), 
the elimination of clutter, and no distinction between graves of rich and poor (with no pretentious tombstones towering 
over humble burial plots) appealed to both clients and cemetery owners (Ibid, pp. 162, 180-181). 

Development of Woodlawn 

Similar to other memorial parks, Woodlawn Garden of Memories was planned with themed areas, each 
individually named, which were divided by paved roads (see site map). The land where the cemetery was developed was 
originally 108.83 acres out of the E.B. Cogswell Survey, A-786, and was surrounded by farm land. According to Lynda 
Seaman, in the early days of the cemetery, Katy Freeway was a dirt road, and farmers had to drive their cattle away from 
funeral services (Seaman to Light). In 1931, the Woodlawn Cemetery Corporation, composed of J.W. Metzler, J.W. 
Metzler, Jr., Ben Dancer, and Mrs. Phylura E. Skalinder, applied for and was granted a charter as a non-profit cemetery 
(land was not taxed) by the State of Texas. 

The Houston City Directory of 1931-1932 lists J.W. Metzler and J.W. Metzler, Jr. as living at 1203 Wichita 
Avenue, in the Southmore subdivision, north of Hermann Park and Rice University. Their house has been demolished, but 
large residences remaining in Southmore in 2003 evidence that the area was a prosperous upper class neighborhood. 
Metzler, Sr. was president of the Houston Fireworks Company and the Houston Wholesale Confectionary Company 
(dealers of bakers' and confectioners' supplies, tools and machinery) at 306-308 Louisiana. Metzler, Jr. worked with his 
father and Ed Metzler, who was secretary-treasurer of the company. 

Ben Dancer, listed as president of Woodlawn in 1930-1931 and Mrs. Skalinder, the treasurer, both lived in the 
non-extant William Penn Hotel at 1421 Texas Avenue. The corporate office for the cemetery was in J.S. Cullinan's 
Petroleum Building, at 1314 Texas Avenue, a block away from the hotel. There was a small field office at the cemetery 
(Seaman to Light). 
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In 1937, J.W. Metzler, Jr. sold the 108.83 acres to Woodlawn Association: Dancer and Mrs. Skalinder (who had 
married Dancer) for $27,500. A white granite founders' monument (no date) sited in Section E lists Eric A. Skalinder, 
Phylura Skalinder and Ben F. Dancer. In 1956, Ray Haynie acquired one share of Woodlawn stock from Ben Dancer, and 
in 1960, he received 32 additional shares from Dancer. In 1969, he received the balance of his shares from the Skalinder 
estate. Haynie died in 1970. The current president and major stockholder (2003) is his son. Bill Haynie. Board members 
are President, Bill Haynie; Vice-President, Bob Haynie; Secretary, Linda G. Seaman; and Treasurer, E.D. Haynie. 

The name of the cemetery was changed to Woodlawn Garden of Memories in 1940, corresponding to the period 
when Rodriguez was working in the flat marker sections 50, 51, 52, 53, 56 and 3. Rodriguez's sculpture for the 
Woodlawn was probably completed during the time he was finishing work for Clovis Hinds' Memorial Park in Memphis. 
Elmwood Cemetery in Birmingham; Cedar Hill and Ft. Lincoln in Washington, D.C; and West Lawn and Cedar Park, 
both in suburbs of Chicago were probably completed previously. With the exception of West Lawn (which has only 
above ground monuments) all of these cemeteries evidence the influence of Hubert Eaton's Forest Lawn in Los Angeles, 
where flat bronze grave markers replaced upright tombstones and sculptural works decorated family plots. Similar to 
Woodlawn, most of these cemeteries have a combination of above ground monuments and flat markers. 

It is noteworthy that the sculptural decoration of Woodlawn Garden of Memories and the six additional 
cemeteries, (all with inexpensively produced cement sculpture by Rodriguez), was completed during (and following) the 
lean years of the "Great Depression." As Rodriguez wrote to Clovis Hinds, "It (the work) doesn't take much material or 
time, and gives wonderful results" (Rodriguez to Hinds 1935). The cement, rebar and his labor and that of his assistants 
was cheap. When he worked for Justin Matthews in Arkansas, he was paid $75.00 a week (with housing) which included 
pay for one helper, although his salary for Hinds was $1.50 an hour and $2.50 a day for the assistant. Later, he worked on 
a contract basis with Hinds (Rodriguez to Hinds 1933-1942). 

Recommendations and "word of mouth" from one cemetery owner to another helped Rodriguez obtain jobs in at 
least one known instance. Correspondence reveals that Clovis Hinds contacted the owner of Cedar Park Cemetery in 
Washington, D.C, recommending Rodriguez. In addition, the 1938 National Convention of Cemetery Owners was held in 
Memphis, affording delegates an opportunity to see Rodriguez's work at Hinds' Memorial Park. Although it is not known 
how Rodriguez received the commission for the work at Woodlawn, it is possible that the one of the owners of Woodlawn 
attended that conference or had seen Rodriguez's work in San Antonio, Beaumont or Port Arthur. 

Conclusion 

Woodlawn Garden of Memories is typical of cemeteries that posses sections of both traditional upright 
monuments and flat markers, and that evidence the plan that imitates the "popular image of the suburban landscape" 
initiated by Eaton, whereby sculptural decoration and/or artwork is highlighted in individual "gardens" (Sloane 1991, 
p.l8l). The rustic concrete sculpture of Dionicio Rodriguez in Woodlawn is notable, not only for its artistic merit, but also 
that it is (in 2003) the only known extant cemetery work by the artisan in Texas. The upright cross is unique, in that it was 
not replicated in his work throughout the United States and the "fallen tree" bench, one of his oft- repeated designs, is one 
of the longest that he sculpted. The Annie Laurie chair evidences the influence of cemetery owners, Clovis Hinds and 
William Earl Harrison, for whom he had previously built the same sculpture. Woodlawn Garden of Memories Cemetery 
and its work by Dionicio Rodriguez are significant in American history and possess integrity of design and workmanship. 
The cemetery embodies distinctive characteristics of cemeteries built in the 1930s, and Rodriguez's sculptures represent 
the work of a master and both meet the application of Criteria C for landscape architecture and art. 
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10. GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 

ACREAGE OF PROPERTY: approximately 34.8 

UTM REFERENCES Zone Easting 
1. 15 260314 
2. 15 260593 
3. 15 260609 
4. 15 260330 

Northing 
3297478 
3297463 
3297976 
3297986 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION: (see continuation sheet 10-14) 

BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION: (see continuation sheet 10-14) 

I L FORM PREPARED BY 

NAME/TITLE: Patsy Light and Maria Pfeiffer 

ORGANIZATION: 

STREET & NUMBER: 300 Argyle 

CITY OR TOWN: San Antonio STATE: Texas 

DATE: January 2003 

TELEPHONE: (210) 824-5914 

ZIP CODE: 78209 

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION 

CONTINUATION SHEETS 

MAPS (see continuation sheet Map-15) 

PHOTOGRAPHS (see continuation sheet Photo-16) 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS 

PROPERTY O W N E R 

NAME: Woodlawn Garden of Memories Perpetual Care Cemetery 
William Haynie, President of the Cemetery Board 

STREET & NUMBER: 1101 Antoine 

CITY OR TOWN: Houston STATE: Texas 

TELEPHONE: (713) 682-3663 

ZIP CODE: 77055 
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Verbal Boundary Description 

Beginning at the southeast corner of the property line at the corner of Katy Road (IH 10) and Antoine Drive, proceed 
north along the eastern property line to the cemetery entrance on Antoine Drive. Thence proceed west along the north side 
of the entry road to the intersection of said road with the cemetery's eastem periphery road. Thence proceed north along 
the east side of said road to the intersection of road between sections 7 and 8. Thence proceed west along the north side of 
said road to section 5. Thence proceed left on the north side of road between sections 5 and 60. Thence proceed right to 
the road between sections 2 and 3. Thence proceed west on the north side of said road to intersection with the westem 
periphery road. Thence proceed west from the western side of this intersection for 188' to the westem property line. 
Thence proceed south (1,659.05 feet) to the southwest corner of the property. Thence proceed east (941.5 feet) until 
reaching the point of beginning at the southeast corner of the property. 

Boundary Justification 

The boundary of the 34.8 acres of the nominated area of Woodlawn Garden of Memories was determined by the 
boundaries of sections of the cemetery that were owned and actively managed by the Woodlawn Cemetery Corporation 
and its successive corporation, Woodlawn Garden of Memories, during the period of significance and meet at least one of 
the following criteria (some sections meet more than one criteria): 

1. Posses sculpture by Dionicio Rodriguez. 
2. Posses burials fifty years old, or older. (It should be noted that because the cemetery is an active cemetery, there 

are and will continue to be more recent intemments in the nominated area.) 
3. Were included within the cemetery property for least fifty years. 

Several processes aided in identifying the boundaries: 
1. Survey map of 1948 by E.S and Robert M. Atkinson, Civil Engineers. 
2. Metes and bounds description of Woodlawn Garden of Memories by Russ and Standley Surveying Company, 

1999. 
3. Identification and verification of Dionicio Rodriguez's work by Carlos Cortes (Rodriguez's great nephew). 
4. Archival documents from the files of Woodlawn Cemetery, courtesy of Lynda Seaman. 
5. Woodlawn Garden of Memories map, courtesy of Linda Seaman. 

Woodlawn's landscaped grounds (34.8 acres), its roads and the Dionicio Rodriguez sculptures, as described in Section 7, 
are considered Contributing elements. The acreage within the boundaries remains intact and significant in its entirety. 
Noncontributing strucmres and buildings include those that were built after the period of significance. 
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PHOTO LOG 

Sculptures by Dionicio Rodriguez at Woodlawn Garden of Memories Cemetery 
Houston, Harris County, Texas 
Photographs by Patsy Light 
April 1998 
Negatives with Patsy Light 

Cross 
Camera facing northeast 
Photo 1 of 15 

Cemetery view 
Camera facing northwest 
Photo 9 of 15 

Basket 
Camera facing northeast 
Photo 2 of 15 

Office 
Camera facing southeast 
Photo 10 of 15 

Bench 
Camera facing northeast 
Photo 3 of 15 

Rock planter 
Camera facing northwest 
Photo I I of 15 

Annie Laurie Wishing Chair 
Camera facing west 
Photo 4 of 15 

Arbor 
Camera facing northeast 
Photo 12 of 15 

"Fallen tree" bench 
Camera facing east 
Photo 5 of 15 

Military memorials 
Camera facing northwest 
Photo 13 of 15 

Bible sculpture and mausoleum 
Camera facing west 
Photo 6 of 15 

Funeral Home and Family Service Building] 
Camera facing southeast 
Photo 14 of 15 

Rock fountain and faux bois benches 
Camera facing north 
Photo 7 of 15 

Cross and mausoleum 
Camera facing north 
Photo 15 of 15 

Annie Laurie Garden 
Camera facing west 
Photo 8 of 15 
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